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ABSTRACT
The Swift UV-Optical Telescope (UVOT) has been observing Core-Collapse
Supernovae (CCSNe) of all subtypes in the UV and optical since 2005. We present
here 50 CCSNe observed with the Swift UVOT, analyzing their UV properties
and behavior. Where we have multiple UV detections in all three UV filters
(λc = 1928 − 2600 A˚), we generate early time bolometric light curves, analyze
the properties of these light curves, the UV contribution to them, and derive
empirical corrections for the UV-flux contribution to optical-IR based bolometric
light curves.
Subject headings: supernovae: general - ultraviolet: general
1. Introduction
For decades, nearby Type Ia supernovae (SNe) have been extensively studied from the
optical to near-IR (NIR) wavelength range (Filippenko 1997; Krisciunas et al. 2004; Wood-
Vasey et al. 2007). UV observations, on the other hand, are historically much more limited
and mostly include a handful of bright events from IUE and HST (Panagia 2003). More
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recently, the sample of nearby Type Ia SNe studied in the UV has dramatically increased
(Foley et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009, 2010; Cooke et al. 2011; Maguire et al. 2012b).
In contrast to Type Ia SNe, core collapse supernovae (CCSNe) have not received the
same level of attention. With the emergence of dedicated SN follow-up programs and tele-
scopes, such as the Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (Filippenko et al. 2001), Carnegie
Supernova Project (Hamuy et al. 2006), Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory (Matheson
et al. 2008), Peters Automated Infrared Imaging Telescope (Bloom et al. 2006), Caltech Core
Collapse Program(Gal-Yam et al. 2007), Palomar Transient Factory (Rau et al. 2009; Law
et al. 2009), and the efforts of the Center for Astrophysics Supernova (SN) Group, nearby
CCSNe are now being more frequently monitored in both the optical and NIR wavelength
ranges with ground-based telescopes.
Despite this surge of interest, UV studies of nearby CCSNe have lagged behind redder
wavelengths even though the UV is a promising probe of these interesting objects. This lack
of UV observations is primarily due to the fact that UV studies blue-ward of the U-band are
limited by the availability of space-based UV telescopes. Previous to 2005, 17 CCSNe were
observed in the UV, primarily by the IUE and HST instruments (see Brown et al. 2009, for
a complete census of pre-2005 UV observations). Efforts to interpret these observations have
underscored the utility of UV observations to better understand CCSNe events.
The physics governing a CCSN light curve is the time-scale and wavelength dependence
of the diffusion of photons as radiation is transported towards the surface to escape (Hoeflich
et al. 1996). The resultant light curves for stripped envelope CCSNe (Type Ib/c & IIb)
are principally due to the radioactive decay of 56Ni→56Co→56Fe (Tominaga et al. 2005).
Observationally, we may break CCSNe down into several subtypes depending upon observed
light curve and spectral characteristics (Filippenko 2005) and which are thought to have
progenitor main sequence stars primarily differentiated by mass (Smartt 2009). Type II
SNe, that is SNe with hydrogen in their spectra, are broken down into IIn SNe which exhibit
narrow hydrogen emission lines, IIP which have a long lived (∼ 100 day) optical plateau, IIL
which have a linear light curve decline after peak brightness, and IIb which show hydrogen
soon after explosion and then rapidly evolve with weakening H lines and the development of
He lines. Type Ib/c SNe are relatively similar in that their spectra show no hydrogen but
may or may not show helium lines for Ib/c respectively. From a physical standpoint these
differences are all thought to be related to the mass of the progenitor and the amount of
hydrogen envelope remaining upon explosion. For hydrogen-rich envelope CCSNe (i.e. Type
IIP/L/n) the primary energy source is shock deposited followed by hydrogen recombination
in the ejecta. Unlike stripped CCSNe, variations in energy input due to 56Ni mass and
its associated radioactive decay in Type IIP SNe do not significantly affect the light curve
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shape, but serve instead to modify the plateau lifetime by a few weeks (Kasen & Woosley
2009). Emergent spectra are dominated by continuum emission with a complex collection
of absorption and emission lines bearing evidence of various elements in the optically thin
surface region. Recently Dessart & Hillier (2010), using non-LTE time-dependent radiative-
transfer modeling of a CCSNe, that the evolving UV spectrum is primarily driven by line
blanketing and metallicity dependencies. The timing and depth of the iron-peak absorption
is thus considered a probe of the amount of these elements near the surface.
Since 2005, the NASA Swift mission (Gehrels et al. 2004) has dramatically improved
the number of CCSNe observed in the UV as well as Type Ia SNe (∼ 80). The Swift
satellite has a 30cm Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005) capable of
observing in three UV filters (central wavelengths; uvw2: λc = 1928 A˚; uvm2: λc = 2246 A˚;
uvw1:λc = 2600 A˚), three optical filters (u, b, v), and a UV and optical grism (Poole et al.
2008). Figure 2 of Poole et al. (2008) provides more information on the filter response curves.
The primary mission of the Swift satellite is to detect and monitor gamma ray bursts (GRBs);
all SNe science performed with UVOT is secondary to that mission. However, just as SNe are
discovered after explosion via blind searches rather than observations of a known location,
the isotropically distributed GRBs must also be detected via blind searches. This isotropic
distribution means that Swift can point in the direction of, and observe, any particular
SN without affecting the chances of a GRB discovery or the GRB response time. In this
sense, UVOT is an ideal UV monitoring instrument with its rapid response to targets of
opportunity (ToO) and the ease of submitting observation requests for them. While UVOT
may not have the sensitivity or resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), these
attributes allow UVOT to respond to SNe days faster than HST and obtain more numerous
individual observations making it the workhorse instrument of UV CCSNe studies.
In this paper, we present UV observations of CCSNe as observed by the NASA Swift
satellite from launch through early 2012. In Section 2 we discuss the SNe observations and
data reduction pipeline. In Section 3 we examine the properties of the sample light curves
and their associated colors. We calculate observed absolute magnitudes, color evolution
and UV decay rate/light curve shape, as well as examine differences in these values based
upon SN subtype. In Section 4 we use a particularly well observed subset of this sample to
calculate bolometric light curves for these SNe at early times where the UV flux is a sizable
fraction of the total luminosity. We examine these based upon SN subtype, and from these
light curves we calculate UV-bolometric corrections based on optical colors for use as an
empirical correction to ground based optical-IR CCSNe pseudo-bolometric light curves.
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2. Observations
Swift observations of CCSNe are triggered as ToO observations, typically after a SNe
candidate is found via other surveys and reported in the Central Bureau for Electronic
Telegrams (CBET), International Astronomical Union Circulars (IAUC) or Astronomer’s
Telegram (ATEL). Observations of CCSNe are commonly proposed by a number of different
science working groups; however, in order to leverage UVOT’s UV capabilities most observed
SNe have the following characteristics: (1) Low line of sight galactic reddening (E(B−V) .
0.03), (2) ≥ 10′′ separation from the host galactic core to minimize coincidence losses due
to a bright background, (3) Nearby (z . 0.02), and (4) SNe thought to be discovered ‘early’
such that UV detections are likely. This typically means either a recent pre-explosion upper
limit, an observed spectrum with a strong blue continuum, or a best match photometrically
or spectrally with a young CCSNe. These are of course guidelines, not search criteria, and
have developed over the course of the mission and often been ignored in the case of uniquely
interesting events. This suggests that our sample as presented here is biased, but as the
largest sample available we use it to draw some broad conclusions about the UV behavior of
these objects.
Once a target of opportunity has been triggered, Swift usually commences observations
typically using six color filters. A typical observational cadence will vary over the campaign
with observations often starting with a short separation of ∼ 1 − 2 days as we examine
the early emission and identify UV variability. The cadence then typically lengthens out to
∼ 1 week as we begin to lose UV detections and a greater integration time is needed. A
follow up 6− 10 ks observation for galaxy host-light template subtraction is often observed
∼ 0.5 − 1 year later if no prior observations of the host galaxy have occurred. A summary
of SN observed by Swift and included in this sample may be seen in Table 2. A typical
exposure time ranges from 2 ks at early times when the object is bright to 4 − 6 ks as the
SNe fade, and the number of observations vary from ∼ 6 − 50. SNe observations without
any clear UV detections have been excluded from this paper.
Images have been obtained from the NASA HEASARC Swift Archive. All Images have
been processed from the raw image and event files using the recent observations and calibra-
tions, and all photometry measurements performed in this paper have been performed using
NASA Heasoft v6.12. Aspect corrections were performed manually when the automated
processing pipeline failed, and images that were unable to be corrected have been excluded.
Swift has an approximately 96 minute orbit, of which a maximum of only ∼ 30 mins can be
spent observing a single target due to scheduling constraints such as other observations, tele-
scope pointing constraints (due to the sun, earth, and solar panel illumination), temperature
and momentum constraints. As such, an individual SNe’s observations are often spread over
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multiple orbits, in which case each observation (i.e. segment) was co-added over all orbits
to generate a single image. Only limited co-adding was done outside of this to keep each
observation within a short and well defined timespan of 1 day. On occasions when a SN was
bright enough to warrant UVOT grism observations, a short UVOT single-filter photometric
observation occurred as part of the spectral observation. If a detection occurred in that
short snapshot it is reported individually, and thus there may be multiple observations in
the same filter on a different observation ID overlapping in time (if the grism orbits were
interspersed with the photometric orbits in the observation schedule). Exposure (EXP) and
Large Scale Structure (LSS) maps were generated for each processed sky file and co-added
along with the source sky image to be used in the photometry pipeline outlined below.
The Swift UVOT is a photon-counting device and as such there are several differences
when compared with a typical optical CCD instrument that must be taken into account
when performing photometry upon SNe. The primary concern is coincidence loss of photons
due to multiple photons arriving during the detector’s readout time (which is similar to
pileup as seen in X-ray CCDs). Coincidence loss is non-linear above a certain count rate and
while the correction for this has been well calibrated for field objects, especially bright point
sources, sources on a galaxy background require some special consideration. We follow the
basic photometry recipe from Brown et al. (2009) designed to account for these particular
challenges that SNe present, with some modifications as discussed below to account for an
updated instrument calibration and pipeline. We continue to perform aperture photometry
using a 3′′ aperture. This is smaller than the 5′′ aperture recommended by Poole et al.
(2008) for use on isolated objects, but due to the fact that this is on the same scale as the
UVOT point spread function it has been empirically found to lower the contamination to the
bright background of the host galaxy (Li et al. 2006). We account for sensitivity variations
across the detector via the incorporation of LSS and EXP maps, as well as the mission time
dependent sensitivity loss, into the uvotsoursce pipeline as discussed in the updated UVOT
calibrations in Breeveld et al. (2010).
A 5′′ aperture is used to determine the coincidence loss rate so that we remain consistent
with the instrumental calibrations, and we add a 3% uncertainty in quadrature with the
Poisson errors in order to estimate the uncertainty due to small scale structure (Brown et al.
2009; Poole et al. 2008). This is a conservative estimate as it is unchanged from previous
papers before the advent of the Breeveld et al. (2010) calibrations. Where we have a pre-
explosion image or a suitably late observation (& 6 months - 1 year), we subtract the galaxy
count rate from the SN + galaxy observations. The ability to obtain these observations is
constrained by Swift’s heavy subscription rate, and therefore of our 49 objects this has been
performed for all filters for 28 SNe, in the UV filters only for 3 SNe, and not at all for 18 SNe.
See Table 2 for an individual SN’s status. The effect of a missing template image varies -
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when the SNe are much brighter than the host galaxy the effect is minimal; however, for faint
SNe missing these observations results in the possibility of spurious detections, systematically
brighter observations, and a shallower slope than would otherwise be observed. Using our
sample observations that have been template subtracted, we compare photometry before and
after this process in order to to examine the effect that this has upon our data. This may be
seen in Table ??, where we show the mean, standard deviation and maximum difference in
magnitudes that the template subtraction process corrects for due to the intrinsic brightness
in the host galaxy.
After the extraction of count rates from the 3′′ aperture, we use a curve of growth model
PSF from Breeveld et al. (2010) to perform aperture corrections to a 5′′ aperture for which
the instrument photometry is calibrated. We use updated Vega zero points from Breeveld
et al. (2011), which also contains Swift AB magnitudes if those are preferred. Individual six
color Swift UVOT light curves from our sample SNe, broken up by subtype, may be seen
in Figures 1 - 4 for Types IIn, IIP (divided into two plots by year observed), and IIb+Ib/c
respectively. Upper limits and error bars for the individual observations have been omitted
for the sake of visibility, however the complete photometry for each object including error
bars and upper limits are retrievable at Swift SNe website: :http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/
docs/swift/sne/swift_sn.html. The median and maximum error bars respectively for our
sample in each swift filter are uvw2: 0.14, uvm2: 0.14, uvw1: 0.12, u: 0.1, b: 0.09, v: 0.08
and uvw2: 0.52, uvm2: 0.53, uvw1: 0.52, u: 0.54, b: 0.42, and v: 0.36.
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Table 1. The effect of performing background galaxy template subtraction upon our
photometry for those SNe in our sample where we have acceptable images. The Mean, σ,
and Maximum columns represent the mean, standard deviation and maximum deviation in
magnitudes between pre and post-template subtraction photometry amongst all
observations for all supernovae in our sample that have template data available.
Filter Mean σ Maximum
uvw2 0.11 0.25 1.35
uvm2 0.16 0.29 1.38
uvw1 0.11 0.20 1.16
u 0.10 0.21 1.25
b 0.08 0.19 1.15
v 0.06 0.12 0.93
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3. UV Light Curves of CCSNe
In Table 2 we present the list of Swift observed CCSNe used in this table. Our sample
consists of 49 CCSNe and is inclusive of all major subtypes of CCSNe including a number of
more exotic SNe such the two 2 GRB-SN 2006aj and 2010ma (Campana et al. 2006; Starling
et al. 2012), the Type IIL SN 2009kr (Elias-Rosa et al. 2010), the Type Ibn SN 2006jc
(Pastorello et al. 2007) and several Super Luminous Supernovae (SLSN;2008am, 2008es, and
2010kd; Gal-Yam 2012). The explosion dates of many of these are uncertain, so we will use
the v-band peak time and mag for fiducial purposes to shift our UV light as seen in Figure
5. This is the most uniform method available for setting our light curves comparative time
scales, but is suboptimal for the SNe cases where Swift only observes a v-band decline. Below,
we discuss the observed properties of these SNe broken down by subtype. Dust corrections
have not been applied at these wavelengths for Figures 1 - 7, as the correction is highly
dependent upon both dust model and intrinsic SNe spectrum. However, Milky Way (MW)
line of sight and Host E(B-V) have been listed in Table 2 as found in the literature.
3.1. Type IIn
The Type IIn SNe in our sample (Figure 5; Top Panes) show the greatest diversity
of UV behavior of all our CCSNe subtype samples. These SNe are often thought to be
the product of Luminous Blue Variable (LBVs) stars going SNe, where the expanding SNe
ejecta interacts with previous LBV mass loss eruptions (often modeled as a wind, or shell
ejections) producing the narrow Hα line that characterize this SNe subtype (Chatzopoulos
et al. 2011; Inserra et al. 2012; Pritchard et al. 2012; Roming et al. 2012; Smith et al.
2012b,a). However, there is some disagreement with this progenitor model and it has also
been suggested that these could be related to η−Car type outbursts (Humphreys et al.
2012). In the LBV-progenitor model the observed light curve behavior is produced via a
combination of an expanding, cooling hydrogen photosphere driven by the supernovae ejecta
and energy injection interaction with the CSM wind/shells. In terms of the observed light
curves, we see a variety of behaviors which may be explained by this physical scenario.
In some IIn supernovae, such as SN 2007pk and 2010al, the SN peaks quite early in the
several days to a week before Swift observations occur, see Section 3.4, and linearly declines
across all UV filters. This is similar to our observations of Type IIP SNe discussed in Section
3.2. This decay in the light curve appears similar to that seen in much of the IIP sample
at early times before the optical filters transition into the plateau phase, with an average
decay rate of ∼ 0.27 mag/day before dropping below Swift detection limits. This is most
easily explained by the emission being dominated by the initial SNe ejecta with relatively
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weak CSM interaction, likely a low-density wind. In a marked contrast, SN 2011ht has a
sharp initial rise of ∼ 6 magnitudes, followed by a gradual rise to maximum and subsequent
decay over the next ∼ 100 days, and finally a very rapid decline of several magnitudes in the
UV (and more in the optical) at the final observed upper limit. The differences in behavior
of the UV filters are fairly clear in Figure 5, and this behavior is more easily explained by
interaction with an optically thick shell. The rapid increase and decrease in brightness would
then occur when the obscured shock begins interacting with or finishes passes through the
ejecta shell respectively, and the more gradual rise and fall is moderated by a changing shell
and ejecta density/opacity. In between these two cases we observe a variety of intermediate
decay rates with a number of the SNe (e.g. 2005ip and 2006jd) demonstrating a long lived
plateau that we characterize as being driven by energy injection from an optically thin wind
or shell. These plateaus have been observed to have UV magnitudes that may be either
brighter or fainter than their optical counterparts, and this is primarily dependent upon the
CSM density (Smith et al. 2009; Stritzinger et al. 2012)
3.2. Type II/IIP
The Type IIP SNe in our sample are our most homogeneous subtype. This tracks with
our expectation from the optical light curves as well since this subtype is characterized by
∼ 100 day optical plateaus whose brightness and duration behave homogeneously through-
out the subtype (compared to observed behavior inside of other CCSNe subtypes) and whose
variations are thought to be correlated with observables such that they may serve as stan-
dardizeable candles (Hamuy & Pinto 2002; Dessart et al. 2008; Kasen & Woosley 2009).
These SNe are thought to have a thick hydrogen envelope which, when ejected, is optically
thick and roughly symmetric. The plateaus are thought to be caused by a combination of the
diffusion of thermal energy from the expanding shockwave into this envelope and a hydrogen
recombination wave in the photosphere injecting energy into the ejecta (Chevalier & Soker
1989; Leonard et al. 2002) after the shock has cooled enough to allow this to occur. This
results in the behavior of the photosphere being well modeled by a dilute blackbody whose
properties are primarily driven by photospheric temperature (Dessart & Hillier 2005). How-
ever, in the UV at temperatures below ∼ 7000 K iron line blanketing is thought to remove
or at least diminish this plateau (Kasen & Woosley 2009).
The IIP UV (and optical) light curves reach maximum very rapidly - thus it is excep-
tionally rare to catch any UV rise. Swift observations taken as early as two days after shock
breakout do not detect a clear maximum (see Section 3.4 and Figure 6 for more details). As
seen in Figure 5, our light curves typically begin 0− 10 days before b-band maximum where
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the plateau phase has yet to begin, and the light curve declines linearly. This gradually
flattens to a plateau portion by 10 days after v band maximum in those cases where it is
detected. This suggests that the hydrogen recombination wave does in fact generate a UV
plateau in addition to the optical, after the photosphere has expanded and cooled from the
initially high temperatures of ∼ 15, 000 − 20, 000 K down to ∼ 5, 000 − 7, 000, see Dessart
et al. (2008); Bersten & Hamuy (2009); Bayless et al. (2013) and Section 4.4. We do however
begin seeing significant deviations from dilute blackbody emission here, which is most likely
due to iron line blanketing. This effect is highly temperature and metallicity dependent
(Dessart & Hillier 2010), and will tend to absorb a significant portions of the UV spectrum
blue-ward of 3500 A˚ and transform this into optical and IR emission. The large observed
spread in plateau magnitudes would then be due to a combination of intrinsic explosion
energy/56Ni (which has been shown to primarily effect the plateau duration, not brightness
(Kasen & Woosley 2009)), metallically, and dust effects.
3.3. Type IIb/Ib/c
Our stripped core collapse SNe (SCCSNe) come from a diverse range of progenitor
systems. The ‘typical’ IIb/Ib/c is UV-faint with relatively few UV detections (Brown et al.
2009; Roming et al. 2009; Oates et al. 2012), owing to it’s small or nonexistent hydrogen
shell.. The UV Light Curves tend to gradually peak and then decline 2−4 magnitudes below
the optical filters, but otherwise trace the optical behaviors. There are notable exceptions to
this rule, however. Sufficiently early observations of the Type IIb SN 2010jr presented here
(See Figure 4) have caught the tail of the SN shock breakout cooling phase demonstrating
a very early UV bright phase, which may occur in many other SCCSNe if detected early
enough, which is caused by the rapid cooling of the SN shock exiting the stellar envelope
similar to 2008ax (Roming et al. 2009). We also have two GRB-SNe in this sample. The
GRB adds a power-law component to the SNe spectrum which can both distort the light
curve shape and cause the SN to be UV-bright at early times. Finally, we have the rather
unique Ib/c SLSN which, while they are spectrally similar to the typical Ib/c’s. are thought
to have much more massive progenitors and tend to evolve much more slowly.
3.4. UV Rise Time
An interesting apparent behavior of our sample is that while we are typically observing
the maximum brightness in the v-band for the SNe shown in Figure 5, we are only seeing
UV-maximums in a handful of SNe, most of them SCCSNe - most of our sample IIn and IIPs
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show no observed maximum, even those that were observed quite early. Early observations
of the cooling of the SN shock breakout as well as the initial UV rise are driven by SN
shock deposition into the progenitor envelope, and are important for improving models of
the initial SNe explosion. The cooling of the shock breakout and subsequent UV rise happens
very rapidly, however and so is very hard to observe. In particular, Swift SNe observations are
dependent upon ground-based survey missions reports of newly discovered SNe - therefore,
even with Swift’s rapid response time, often much less than one day, the earliest we are able
to detect SNe is still typically several days after the initial shock breakout. In addition to
this, the shock breakout date is usually determined by either previous upper limits of the
same location by the ground based survey, or detailed modeling after the fact - both of which
are often unavailable. In Figure 6 we present a subset of our larger sample for which we
have a relatively well constrained shock breakout date (known to within ±3.5 days or less).
Using our observations we may then present upper limits on the rise time for this initial UV
peak as seen in Table 3. From these it is apparent that this initial rise happens very rapidly
across all of our observed subtypes, in less than ∼ 2− 5 days.
3.5. Absolute Magnitudes
Using the data from Table 2, we convert our observed magnitudes into absolute mag-
nitudes as seen in Figures 5 & 7. In the optical regime we see that for our sample, our
peak observed magnitudes range from M∼ −18-−20 for the IIn’s, −15-−18 for the IIP’s,
and finally −14-−18 for the IIbc’s. In Figure 5 our peak UV magnitudes are fairly similar
to that of our optical: the IIn’s cluster around Muv = −20 which is brighter than the IIP’s
in our sample which are first seen at MUV = −18 and our stripped CCSNe at MUV = −16.
For the IIn’s and especially the IIP’s peak brightness appears to occur earlier in time, by
up to several weeks. There are exceptions to this general trend, and these are the more
unique SNe in our sample as detailed previously - the GRB-SNe and SLSN. The absolute
magnitudes in the optical colors behave similarly in our sample (Figure 7). In Particular, we
note the substantial Luminosity increase in 2008es, 2010kd and 2010ma - Two SLSN and a
GRB supernovae respectively, which have a clear seperation from the rest of the sample.
3.6. Color Evolution & Comparison with Optical
In Figures 5 & 5 we noted that there appear to be several general trends for the IIP and
SCCSNe in our sample - that is, the IIP’s tend to decline rapidly and enter a UV-plateau
phase 10− 20 days after vmax, while for the SCCSNe, the UV peaks tend to be around vmax
– 14 –
Table 3. Days Since Explosion for the Initial Swift Observation
Name uvw2 uvm2 uvw1
2005cs 4.8 4.8 4.78
2006aj 3.4 3.4 3.45
2006bp 2.8 2.8 2.79
2006jc 19.2 19.2 19.2
2007Y 6.9 7.0 7.0
2007od 11.7 11.7 11.7
2007pk 6.4 6.4 5.5
2008D 2.3 2.3 2.3
2008am 64.4 64.4 64.4
2008ax 1.7 11.3 1.7
2008es 26.2 26.2 26.2
2008ij 47.5 47.5 47.5
2008in 5.2 5.5 5.23
2009at 6.2 6.2 6.2
2009jf 5.0 5.1 5.0
2010jl 25.6 25.6 25.5
2011dh 3.1 3.1 3.1
2012aw 3.6 3.6 7.2
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and have a somewhat flatter light curve shape and evolution than the optical. To investigate
these trends further, we show the UV-v colors for our SNe plotted against time since v-band
maximum in Figure 8. Once again, our IIn sample does not have any clear group behavior
if the sample is taken as a whole, however we do note that there appear to be a number of
SNe with almost flat color evolution between UV−v colors of 0 and 2 for days -10 to 40.
This behavior is in contrast with the rest of the sample which indicates a tendency for both
rapid increases and decreases in color.
The IIP SNe however appear to have some consensus behavior as you might expect
from the more homogenous light curves in Figures 5 & 7 - all of our IIP SNe appear to start
very blue at early times, and then plateau at ∼ 10 days after vmax, corresponding to when
both the optical v-band light curve and the UV-light curves are in the plateau phase. Once
again the 1 − 4 magnitude spread in plateau color should have a lower intrinsic color that
is enhanced by differential reddening in the sample which has not been corrected for here,
as precise extinction corrections in the UV tend to have large errors due to the significant
effect that variations in the 2175 A˚ bump cause.
The variety of SCCSNe that Swift has observed also have some homogenous character-
istics. If we reference Figure 7, we note that most of the optical light curves in this sample
follow the canonical behavior of a ∼ 20 day rise with all bands peaking at near the same
time, followed by a further ∼ 20 day decay that transforms into a slower decline at days
30 − 60 as radioactive heating becomes the primary energy source for the SNe. The UV
brightness in these objects is almost always several magnitudes more faint than the optical.
While the UV maximum traces the optical maximum, the overall peak is shallower and less
pronounced. This faint, shallow UV peak compared to the bright, more pronounced optical
peak leads to the evident curvature visible in the UV-v colors.
4. Bolometric Light Curves
At early times, a sizable fraction of a CCSNe’s bolometric luminosity is in the UV
bands. Using a well observed sub-sample which contains multiple observations in all UV
and optical filters as identified in Table 2, Column 12 we generate bolometric light curves.
We examine the UV characteristics of and contribution to the bolometric light curves as a
function of subtype, and derive an empirically based UV corrections for optical bolometric
light curves. We calculate these light curves in the following manner. Using the Schlafly &
Finkbeiner (2011) extinction value for the galactic line of sight extinction component, we
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generate a range of model blackbodies at different temperatures that have been redshifted
to the appropriate value and have galactic extinction applied using the Cardelli et al. (1989)
analytic model. If host extinction for the SNe has been determined in the literature we apply
another Cardelli et al. (1989) model with this value as well. Otherwise, we fit for this host
value as using an upper limit avaliable in the literature if possible, or with an upper limit of
E(B − V ) = 0.3 if none has been published. We then perform synthetic photometry upon
these model SED’s and minimize the χ2 fit parameter to determine a best-fit model black
body temperature and host galaxy reddening where appropriate. At cooler temperatures
much of the SNe flux is red-ward of Swift UV observations, while line blanketing starts
causing the UV filters to deviate significantly from the blackbody approximation. This UV
deficit caused by line blanketing is degenerate with the 2175 A˚bump and our fits are of lower
quality (see Section 4.1 for further discussion). We therefore institute a temperature cut of
10, 000 K below which we do not use our fits to calculate the best fit extinction. Due to the
red-leak in the uvw2 and uvw1 filters, the central wavelengths are not always an accurate
representation of the average wavelength from which we are observing the flux, but the
process of fitting to these blackbody synthetic magnitudes allows us to model the red leak
contribution the observed magnitudes as well as to determine count rate to flux conversion
values via the interpolation of these parameters from the blackbody values in Brown et al.
(2010). Using these monochromatic flux densities for each filter we then integrate over the
filter bandpass using a trapezoidal integration, careful to avoid filter overlap due to the
red leak. We also compute a bolometric luminosity by applying a Far-UV and Optical/IR
correction to our pseudo-bolometric luminosity (which is the integral of the best-fit blackbody
at shorter and longer wavelengths that the UVOT bandpass) for the Far-UV and Optical+IR
corrections respectively. We use updated UV filter curves from Breeveld et al. (2010) which
have a modified red-leak shape from the initial curves depicted in Poole et al. (2008). The SNe
2008ax, 2009mg, 2010cr, and 2011am all have few uvm2 detections but numerous uvw2 and
uvw1 detections. In these particular cases we did not use the uvm2 filter in the previously
described calculations. Bolometric light curves calculated here are available in Machine
Readable format at the same location as the UVOT photometry files referenced in Section
2.
4.1. Bolometric Light Curve Flux Completeness and Accuracy
In using Blackbody functions to assist in our handling of the Swift UV-filters red-leaks
and calculation of the SNe bolometric light curves, we have introduced some model depen-
dence into these calculations. First, we may ask how well we are fitting our results. To
examine this we look at the residuals between synthetic magnitudes from our best fit black-
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body for our sample in Figure 9 (Left). We see that most of our calculations have reasonable
residuals compared to our median and maximum photometric errors quoted in Section 2,
and at more than 95% of our epochs our model photometry fits to within the observed 2-σ
photometric errors of the observations, although there are a number of worse fits that suggest
that either the observed datapoint is inaccurate (one filter deviating) or that the model is
improbable (large errors in several filters). To quantify how accurately these calculations are
reproducing observed results we take a number of HST UV spectra combined with ground
based Optical spectra of CCSNe (1993J, 1994I, 1998S, 1999em) as well as hydrodynamical
models of the Type IIP SNe 2005cs and 2006bp from Dessart et al. (2008) and generate syn-
thetic magnitudes in the UVOT bands. For 2005cs and 2006bp we used the known values for
host reddening listed in Table 2, while for the other SNe we fit for extinction. We then run
these ‘observations’ through our bolometric light curve pipeline and compare our calculated
pseudo-bolometric measurement (Swift observed bands only, 1600− 6000 A˚). with the inte-
grated flux directly from the observed spectra or models. The results from this may be seen
in Figure 9. We reproduce these observed values to better than 7% at Temperatures ranging
between 5000 and 30000K. Below 5000K this deviation grows as we appear to increasingly
underestimate the intrinsic flux as the blackbody peak is red-ward of the Swift bands. The
difference in flux is due to a combination of both error in the fit between the blackbody and
the underlying spectral continuum as well as spectral lines/deviations from a blackbody.
As the primary motivation of these bolometric light curves is to analyze the UV flux
contribution to the bolometric luminosity of observed SNe, we must first ask how well we are
sampling these SNe with the Swift bandpass. Our observations have a high UV-completeness.
In Figure 10 (Left) we show our interpolated UV correction for flux that originates blue-ward
of the observed Swift filters as a function of optical color. What we see is that in all but the
bluest of observations we are below a 10% UV correction factor, and all observations are below
a 30% value. This is a reduction in missed blue flux by a factor of 2.5 - 6 in comparison with
what may be done on the ground (c.f. Bersten & Hamuy (2009)). Unfortunately, UVOT’s
reddest filter is the v-band which terminates at 6000 A˚. This means that we lose a significant
portion of the flux as the SNe spectra cool and redden. When the SNe are UV bright our
IR correction may be low at 10-20% (Figure 10, Right), however this increases as the bulk of
the flux shifts red-ward of the optical. In UVOT’s worst cases, we sample only 5-10% of the
flux for observations of red SNe (primarily SCCSNe) at late times. We may combine these
two observations to instead look at the Swift observed fraction of SNe light as a function of
time since the SNe explosion. We find that when we catch these objects early we have a high
total flux completeness value as most of the SNe flux is in the UV. By days ∼ 30 − 40 the
UV brightness has decreased substantially and we are left with primarily optical and IR flux
where only ∼ 20% (or even less in a few rare cases) is in the Swift photometry bands (Figure
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11). The Type IIn SNe in our sample appear to deviate from this slightly and have a much
longer interaction lifetime due to the CSM interaction with the SNe shock which helps to
keep light curves UV bright even at late times. The SLSN appear to also behave on a longer
timescales, keeping a high flux completeness at late times. The addition of ground based
red-optical and IR data is necessary to bring these observations up to near flux completeness
at these later times for most of these SNe. A follow-up paper is in progress where we perform
a similar analysis on a subsample of these objects while incorporating comprehensive ground
based observations.
While modeling the spectra of a SNe as a dilute blackbody has long been used as a first
order approximation, the presence of metal lines in the UV spectra is expected to deviate
from a blackbody. These lines, in addition to residual errors from the extinction correction
and the uncertainty in fit at some epochs due to the limited flux in the Swift bandpass are
expected to generate some appreciable error. To quantify this, we use hydrodynamic models
of the two Type IIP SNe 2005cs and 2006bp as presented in Dessart et al. (2008). Using these
UV-optical model spectra which have well defined photospheric temperatures we generate
synthetic Swift magnitudes and run these through our fitting algorithms to examine how
our measurements compare to the model parameters. We find that at temperatures that are
hotter than about 9,000 K, our measured temperatures are systematically biased by about
20% cooler than the model’s photospheric temperature, while below 9,000 K the photospheric
temperature tends to be ∼ 40% hotter. For temperatures above 8,000 K we attribute this
bias primarily to the depressed model flux compared to the blackbody values lowering the
best-fit temperatures. At the lower temperatures our flux-completeness becomes rather low
as little of the flux is in the UV and the primary bias there is due to the high uncertainties
in the UV observations and fitting. This may be seen in Figure 12 (Right).
4.2. Bolometric and UV Corrections
For SNe that lack IR and UV observations, it can be convenient to define a bolometric
correction value, ie a value that transforms an observed optical V-band value into a bolomet-
ric magnitude empirically using a different observed sample. While we lack IR observations
in this dataset, many of our observations are early enough that this is not a significant
handicap, and we are able to calculate this conversion as,
BC = mbol − [V − AV ] (1)
where BC is the bolometric correction, mbol is the total bolometric magnitude, V is the
observed v-band magnitude, and AV is the visual extinction. Bolometric Corrections for the
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SNe in this sample may be seen in Figure 13. We calculate polynomial fits to this data,
which are listed in Equations 2 & 3.
BC(u− b) = −0.6133− 0.517× (u− b)− 0.4326× (u− b)2 (2)
BC(b− v) = −0.4888− 1.5046× (b− v)− 0.9697× (b− v)2 − 0.6768× (b− v)3 (3)
While this is useful, the proliferation of ground based IR transient telescopes means that
rather than focusing on a total bolometric correction, we should perhaps leverage Swift’s
unique strengths and instead give a total UV correction, where we supply a magnitude
correction for the SNe flux blue-ward of b-band.This is magnitude value calculated similarly
to the Bolometric Correction (Equation 1 discussed above, but mbol is instead muv) and as
such is a distance independent value. In Figure 14 we plot this value versus u−b colors (Left)
and b−v colors right.
We include the u−b colors for use with Swift UVOT observations as an estimate for
when UV filters might be lacking. Care should be taken not to use these with the more
common Johnson U filter, as the Swift filter has a cutoff blue-ward of the Johnson U-band
this can not be applied to ground based data. This does illustrate the point that the space
u-band is a much more efficient tracer of the UV flux than the other Swift optical filters,
since it is both closer in wavelength and similarly effected by spectral effects such as line
blanketing. We perform a linear fit for u− b and b− v respectively, with the best-fit values
listen in Equations 4 and 5 respectively. The standard deviation of the data about these fits
are σ = 0.34 and 0.63 for u−b and b−v respectively.
UV C = 1.268 + 1.529× (u− b) (4)
UV C = −0.598 + 3.132× (b− v) (5)
4.3. UV Effect on Bolometric Light Curves
As we have demonstrated in Sections 4.1, 4.2, for the CCSNe with a substantial Hydro-
gen envelope, a substantial amount of a SN’s bolometric luminosity lies in the UV regimes
at times less . 50 days. To illustrate how this may effect the bolometric light curve, we
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present two Type IIP CCSNe models with slightly varying initial parameters in Figure 15.
Both models started with a 23 solar mass star evolved until core collapse and then exploded
with 5 × 1050 ergs explosion energy (Young et al. 2006). A wind profile was added to each
model with a 108 cm/s velocity. Model A has a dense wind created with a mass loss rate
of 10−5 solar masses per year, and Model B has a mass loss rate of 10−6 solar masses per
year. Starting immediately after the launch of the shock wave from core collapse, each SN
was evolved with the radiation-hydrodynamics code RAGE (Gittings et al. 2008) and then
post-processed with the SPECTRUM code, which uses detailed monochromatic opacities to
calculate spectra and light curves (Frey et al. 2013). These models demonstrate that the UV
and early time bolometric light curves are very sensitive to the initial progenitor profile and
are a valuable addition to constrain models. At these early times, the optical and light curves
are similar but mostly fainter than the UV, and where the UV is dominant we see that small
variances in these light curves are reflected by significant changes in the bolometric light
curve. We see this in Figure 15 (Right) where the bolometric light curve for model A has a
much brighter, narrower peak than model B which evidences a more gradual peak followed
by a sharp decline. This suggests that to both accurately model the bolometric light curve
and the underlying progenitor properties we must be able to incorporate this data.
4.4. Light Curve and Blackbody Behavior
When we examine the properties of the best-fit blackbodies we see a number of charac-
teristics that are shared across our observed SNe. For the UV-bright SNe we see that Swift’s
observed peak UV brightness’ have temperatures at above 1.5− 2× 104 Kelvin, and because
we often miss the true peak UV brightness (Section 3.4) which happens very rapidly, this
may serve as a lower bound for maximum temperature in the IIP and IIn SNe where this
is the case. After Swift’s initial observations, we find that this temperature tends to drop
rapidly. This is due to the cooling of the initial shock breakout. In the rase case where
we catch this tail in the Ib/c/IIb sample (2010jr, 08ax) we see this same behavior if on a
shorter timescale due to the lack of a thick Hydrogen envelope. As our Type IIP’s enter the
plateau phase we see the best-fit temperatures cluster around a 4500-6000 K values. As Type
IIn’s tend to be very UV bright we find that they also tend to fit for higher temperatures
and have more variability in their cooling curves, with occasional re-brightening evidenced
that is constant with CSM interaction re-heating the ejecta. Type IIns have been seen to
be very UV bright at months and even years after explosion in several cases (Smith et al.
2009; Stritzinger et al. 2012) and this general behavior pattern.at early times is consistent
with the late time picture of the SN shockwave interacting with a dense progenitor wind or
mass-loss/shell ejection events.
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5. Conclusion
The UV properties of CCSNe are diverse, and depend heavily upon subtype. However,
typically the UV’s contribution is most important early on, in the . 100 days after shock
breakout out when the photosphere is still quite hot. In the rare cases where the UV bands
contribute significant flux at late times, it tends to be in IIn SNe where CSM interaction
shock heats and excites the gas. The behavior by subtype does appear to be more homoge-
neous. The Type IIn SNe in our sample are the most varied by subtype - while they tend to
be UV bright, their behavior varies significantly in other ways such as the duration they are
able to be observed and decay rates. On the other hand the Type IIP as a class is the most
homogenous, and is well characterized by a linear decline until ∼ 10− 20 days after v-band
max at which point the UV light curves settle into a plateau several magnitudes below the
optical (c.f. Bayless et al. 2013). The IIb/Ib/c SCCSNe fall somewhere in between in terms
of homogeneity - they have more individual variation than the IIP, but are more cohesive
as a group even considering that we grouped all 3 subtypes together for our purposes. As a
class they are all UV-faint with UV light curves that have a similar shape to the optical but
several magnitudes fainter and with a slightly flatter shape. In several rare cases (2008ax,
2010jr) evidence of a shock breakout cooling tail is evident, and it is in these cases only
where we tend to see UV-bright behavior. These observations raise a number of questions
at the moment for which early time observations are crucial, and are now becoming possible
given the advent of extremely high cadence SNe surveys now coming online.
When computing bolometric light curves from this sample, we find that Swift’s observa-
tions do a very good job in the first ∼ 50− 100 days in most cases, albeit with a number of
caveats. In the case of Stripped-CCSNe, the SNe’s lack of a hydrogen envelope means that
the blackbody approximation breaks down much more rapidly than for Hydrogen-rich SNe
at the same time as the lack of UV flux makes it harder for Swift to both measure and fit
the SNe light curve. For other CCSNe at late times, when the UV flux is faint, additional
observations red-ward of the UVOT band passes are required in order to better constrain
the SED shape. Nevertheless, at these early times for the IIP and IIn subtypes we find
that up to ∼ 75− 80% of the bolometric flux is in the UV at the brightest of observations,
and Swift can reduce this UV-extrapolation by a factor of 3 or more compared to ground
based observations (c.f. Bersten & Hamuy 2009). Using these objects we calculate empirical
Bolometric and UV corrections for use in bolometric light curves calculated from ground
based data.
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Fig. 1.— Individual six filter UVOT light curves for the Type IIn SNe in our sample,
arranged by date. Observations epochs are the Julian Date (JD 2450000+).
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Fig. 2.— Individual six filter UVOT light curves of the Type II and Type IIP SNe for
the years 2005 through 2008 in our sample, arranged by date. Observations are labeled by
shortened Julian Date (JD 2450000+).
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Fig. 3.— Individual six filter UVOT light curves of the Type II and Type IIP SNe for
the years 2009 through 2012 in our sample, arranged by date. Observations are labeled by
shortened Julian Date (JD 2450000+).
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Fig. 4.— Individual six filter UVOT light curves of the Stripped CCSNe in our sample,
arranged by date. Observations are labeled by shortened Julian Date (JD 2450000+).
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and the GRB-SN 2010ma have been shifted by +1/3/1/6 magnitudes respectively.
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Fig. 6.— UV Lightcurves of the CCSNe in our sample that have a well constrained rise
time, where the x-axis is time since explosion, y-axis is absolute magnitude. The Left Panels
focus on the first 10 days after explosion while the right panel are the absolute magnitude
uvw1 lightcurves over the first 100 days of Swift observations.
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Fig. 7.— Optical light curves of the CCSNe in our sample, we plot absolute magnitudes
corrected for distance but not dust versus the time since v-band maximum. Several SNe have
been shifted vertically to compress the scale - The IIn SN 2008am, two SLSN 2008es and
2010kd, and the GRB-SN 2010ma have been shifted by +1/3/2/6 magnitudes respectively.
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Fig. 8.— Swift UV-v color light curves. The Type II/IIPs appear to have the most homoge-
nous color curves, followed by the stripped core collapse and then The Type IIn. We note
that the outliers in Figures 5 & 7 are not apparent on these plots and appear to behave as
other SNe of their subtype.
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Fig. 9.— Left: A histogram of our model residuals (i.e. - the difference between synthetic
magnitudes for our best-fit blackbody model and the observed filter values) per filter for
every observation in our sample. Right: A comparison of our calculated peudo-bolometric
flux from observed/model spectra and the intrinsic values.
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Fig. 10.— Swift UV (Left) and IR (Right) correction factors as a function of observed colors.
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Fig. 11.— The observed fraction of the SNe bolometric flux versus time since v-band
maximum. As the CSM interaction drives the bolometric luminosity the IIn’s in our sample
exhibit a large UV flux at much later times than the other CCSNe in our sample. Indeed,
for most other SNe in the UVOT observed flux decreases to about 20% sometime between
days 20 and 40 while IIns remain both more variable and more UV bright at later times.
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Fig. 12.— Left: A comparison between best-fit Temperatures to models of 05cs and 06bp
from Dessart et al. (2008) and the models actual photospheric temperatures, as well as
magnitude residuals between the models’ synthetic magnitudes and our best fit magnitudes.
Swift Blackbody parameters from our best fits. Right: Swift observed bolometric flux fraction
as a function of temperature for our entire SNe sample. Each data point represents the
calculated observed flux fraction for an individual observation of a particular SNe, color
coded by observed SNe subtype.
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Fig. 13.— The calculated Bolometric Correction as a function of optical colors. The u band
here from Swift and has a bluer cut off than ground based filters. The gray lines represent
the Equations 2 (Left Panel) & 3 (Right Panel) which are polynomial fits to the observed
data discussed in Section 4.2
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Fig. 14.— Swift UV filters observed flux + UV flux correction as a function of optical colors.
The u band here is from Swift and has a bluer cut off than ground based filters. The gray
lines represent the Equations 4 (Left Panel) & 5 (Right Panel) which are linear fits to the
observed data discussed in Section 4.2
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Fig. 15.— A comparison of two model light curves produced from (Frey et al. 2013). These
are model runs from a 23 solar mass star, 5 ∗ 1050 ergs explosion energy, and mass loss rates
of 10−5/10−6 solar masses per year for Model A and B respectively.
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Fig. 16.— Bolometric light curves from the Swift data arranged by SNe subtypes. The two
SLSN 2008es and 2010kd and the GRB-SN 2010ma have had their brightness reduced by a
scale factor of 100, 10, and 100 respectively to bring them in line with the rest of our sample.
